BUILD
YOUR OWN DAKAR
RALLY TRUCK

SAFE  SMART  STRONG

Become a Dakar rally driver yourself. Grab the
tools and build your own paper IVECO Firemen
Dakarteam truck.
The Dakar Rally is considered the most extreme
and toughest race in the world.

strong

smart

safe

Tele Radio is proud sponsor of this team of
voluntary firefighters. A perfect match, because
safety and performance in rough and extreme
conditions are paramount for both Tele Radio and
the Firemen Dakarteam.
SPECS IVECO TRUCK
IVECO Powerstar
Strator - torpedo
Class T5.1 Production trucks
9.300 kg ready to start
12,9 liter 6-cylinder, 840 hp
3.600 Nm torque @ 1.200 rpm

DRIVER: Richard de Groot, CO-DRIVER: Mark Laan, MECHANIC: Jan Hulsebosch

BUILDING STEP BY STEP

Step 1

Step 2

GET YOUR TOOLS:

Cut out all parts of

Fold the cargobed

Fold around each of

Glue the front window

Put the sticks through

Scissors or knife

the truck. There are

and glue the tabs

the wheel treads and

together with the

the chassis and put

Glue

17 parts in total.

(6x) together.

connect them with

cabin.

the wheels in place.

Sticks for the axles

Cut some holes in

Fold the cabin and

adhesive tape on the

Fold the nose and

Glue the truck

Adhesive tape

the chassis and

glue the tabs (3x)

inside.

glue the fenders and

(cargobed, chassis

inside of the wheels

together.

Fold the little tabs on

hood together.

and nose) on top of

with the X markings.

Fold the chassis and

the treads and glue

Glue the cargobed,

the chassis.

The holes are for the

glue the tabs (9x)

them to the in- and

cabin and nose

Your truck is ready

sticks that are used

together.

outside of the wheels.

together.

to roll!

as axles.

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

Cabin + Carco bed

Nose

